
InMobi Pulse enables brands to quickly reach their target audience on mobile and get answers to their
critical business questions. Built on top of InMobi’s publisher network of 30K+ mobile apps, InMobi Pulse helps
marketers unlock a panel of 1.6 billion consumers across the world from whom they get survey responses
that are verified by machine learning algorithms. With its easy authoring, precise targeting, and speedy

results, InMobi Pulse helps brands take smarter business decisions every day.

INMOBI PULSE RESEARCHMETHODOLOGY

Pulse
R E S E A R C H

M E T H O D O L O G Y

INMOBI MOBILE
AD NETWORK

Integrated with 30K+
premium mobile
apps via an SDK

GLOBAL MOBILE
AUDIENCE

Access to 1.6 billion
monthly active users

across the world

DEEP USER
UNDERSTANDING
InMobi has a detailed

profile of app users using
the stated data, 1st party

and 3rd party data

RAPID RESULTS
User scale and
high-conversion mobile
optimization surveys result
in speedy responses

MOBILE OPTIMIZED
SURVEYS
Targeted users are served mobile
surveys for non-monetary
rewards

PRECISE USER
TARGETING

Users are targeted using location,
demographics, device, and

behavioural attributes

ALGORITHMIC
FILTERING
Fraudulent responses are
filtered out in real-time
via 30+ validation checks

DEEP INSIGHTS
Response data is overlaid on
InMobi’s user profile to uncover
deeper insights that match the
research objective

World’s largest market research platform
with with access to 1.6 billion consumersPulse

Easy access to target
audiences helps in getting
responses within hours

Deep context of the mobile
user and machine learning
validation algorithms

provide verified responses

ACCURACY

Run mobile surveys on
our massive panel of 1.6
billion mobile users

SCALE SPEED



THE FULL SPECTRUM OF MARKET RESEARCH

Understand
how to position

Discover where &
how customers
purchase

Pick the best
performing ad
creatives

Evaluate impact
of ad campaigns

Measure customer
interaction with
your brand

Brand
Pulse

Identify what to
build

Product
Pulse

Shopper
Pulse

Creative
Pulse

Campaign
Pulse

Customer
Pulse

SAMPLE PULSE USE CASES

GLOBAL SCALE VERIFIED RESPONSES IMMEDIATE RESULTS INSIGHTFUL REPORTING
Leverage InMobi’s network of
1.6 billion mobile devices to
recruit precise user segment

and panels

Our highly enriched user data and
artificial intelligence platform give
qualified responses in real time

Easily create mobile-optimized
surveys and get responses

within minutes

Layer the survey response data
on top of InMobi’s proprietary
audience data to generate

deeper user insights

DO MARKET RESEARCH EVERY DAY!
Check us out at www.InMobi.com/Pulse


